
DEBATE COMPUTER MAKES MAN LAZY

So I don't blame technology entirely for making people lazy but in many For example, when was the last time you saw
computers used for good in movies?.

We have forgotten to take a movement with the beauty of nature, spending some time in the shadow of trees,
enjoy the beauty of flowers. Hence, technology procrastinate us. GrubHub is a neat service that allows you to
sort through all of the restaurants near your location that allow for delivery or pickup. I believe that using my
cell phone or laptop is a valuable asset to me, especially now that I'm in college. Being able to access these
quickly can be helpful, but also can lead to a magnitude of other stress too. You can even annotate, leave little
notes, and share your favorite quotes or snippets with the web through automatic Twitter or Facebook
integration. Children prefer to play computer and video games instead of playing outdoors; this is also not
good for their health. With our lives quickly becoming more and more effortless, we are constantly trying to
find new ways to fit more of what we want into our day without actually having to do anything. Find out more
Back in the good old days, we had to dip into stores like Tower Records or Rasputin to pick up the new
Britney Spears album, or stop by Hollywood Video to rent a new flick. This has certainly dulled our basic
skills. Humans were now beyond genius. I work just as hard at school and at my job despite my cell phone use
on breaks and free time. FastCustomer is a new app available for free on iPhone and Android that cuts out the
annoying waiting time you spend dialing numbers, and connects you directly to the people you need to get
ahold of. With the help of technology students have all the learning resources at the fingertips. One of the
major advantages is the advancement of medical science. For instance, even if we have to add a few numbers
or do a small calculation we take out our calculator rather than use our brain. Is this only a taste of our future,
and is it a good one? We have almost forgotten ourselves. Technology also preventing humans from doing
outdoor activities. If I'm spending too much time on my phone, and not doing what I should be doing
immediately, give me some time. It cannot be denied that internet has become invaluable when it comes to
research and supplemental studies for students of all levels. It is reality that children nowadays take advantage
of such technological inventions as calculators to cover the work of mathematics tells us that children have
decreased the use of brain incredibly as compared to children in the previous years. Now you can have your
dishes washed, laundry done, lawn mowed and food cooked while you sit back and read your favorite book, or
flip through a few channels on TV. I try not to let this technology distract me though, because I know that
theres a whole world out in front of me when i pick up my head too. It may not be that I'm being lazy, but I'm
under a lot of stress too. Comment on this Story. The Weather Channel has even found a way to use Twitter to
gather tweets coming in about the weather, effectively recruiting an enormous collection of field-reporters all
commenting on the skies!


